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A New Fast Pitch Search Algorithm using Line Spectrum Frequency 
in the CELP Vocoder

CELP보코더에서 Line Spectrum Frequency-t- 이용한 고속 피치검색
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ABSTRACT

Code Excited Linear Prediction(CELP) vocoder exhibits good performance at data rates below 8 kbps. The 

major drawback of CELP type coders is a large amount of computation. In this paper, we propose a new pitch 

searching method that preserves the quality of the CELP vocoder reducing computational complexity. The basic 

idea Is that grasps preliminary pitches using the first formant of speech signal and performs pitch search only 

about the preliminary pitches. As applying the proposed method to the CELP vocoder, we can reduce complexity 

by 64% In the pitch search.

요 약

부호여기된 선형예측(CELP) 음성부호화기는 4.8kbps이하의 낮온 전송 비율에서도 좋은 성능을 갖는다. CELP형 부 

호기의 단점은 많은 계산량을 필요로 한다는 것이다. 본 논문에서, 우리는 복잡성을 줄이면서 CELP보코더의 음질을 유 

지하는 새로운 피치검색법을 제안하였다. 이 방법은 CELP보코더의 포만트 필터단에서 찾은 제 1 포만트를 이용하여 예 

비피치를 찾고, 피치검색을 예비피치 구간에서만 수행하는 것이다. 제안한 방법을 CELP보코더에 적용하므로써, 기존의 

방법 에 비 해 약 64%의 복잡성 이 감소되 었다.

I. INTRODUCTION

Linear predictive speech coders have dominated 

speech coding applications fbr the past two decades. 

A common characteristic of these coders is that 

open-loop methods are used for the analysis of the 

spectrum filter and the excitation signal. With these 

open-loop methods, no performance measure is de

fined directly between the original speech and the 

reconstructed speech. The analysis-by-synthesis me

thod, or closed-loop analysis method, has also been 

successfully applied to several speech coding techni

ques such as multipulse excited LPC and code ex

cited linear prediction(CELP). With a perceptually 

weighting distortion measure, the analysis part of
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these speech coding schemes can be optimized by 

minimizing the chosen distortion measure between 

original speech and reconstructed speech.

Fig. 1-1 is a thematic diagram of the CELP vo

coder. The excitation signal is formed by filtering 

the selected random sequence through the selected 

pitch synthesizer. For the closed-loop excitation 

analysis, a suboptimal sequential procedure is used. 

This procedure first assumes zero input to the pitch 

synthesizer and employs the closed loop pitch 

synthesizer analysis method to compute the pitch 

lag and the pitch filter coefficients. Pitch synthesizer 

fixed, then a closed loop method is used to find the 

best excitation random sequence, Ci, and compute 

the corresponding gain, G. To save computation, we 

use the first order pitch synthesizer.

For speech coding at 8 kbit/s, the sampling rate is 

8 kHz and the frame size Is 160 samples. The spec- 
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Fig. 1-1 A block diagram of the CELP vocoder.

trum filter uses the 26-bit coding scheme and 

seven bits are used to specify 128 random sequen

ces for the excitation codebook. Seven bits are al

located for the pitch period, m, with a range from 20 

to 147 samples. Three bits each are allocated for the 

gain, G, and the pitch synthe요izer coefficient, b, re

spectively. The excitation information is updated 

four times per frame.

The closed-loop analysis of the random excitation 

and the pitch synthesizer require extrem이y high 

computational complexity. For real-time implemen

tation using a fixed point DSP chips, substantial re

duction of the computational complexity is essen

tial. By using these complexity reduction techniqu

es, real time implementation of the CELP coder 

becomes practical.

II. 이TCH SEARCHI시G METHOD

The pitch searching procedure is to determine the 

optimal pitch delay and gain by using a closed loop 

structure. That is, thi용 procedure computes autocor

relation values with altering time d이ay gradually 

and regard오 time delay that has the maximum value 

of autocorrelation as pitch period. Conventional 

methods until now to improve pitch search are s이F 

excited structure[2L extended adaptive codebook 

structure{3], delta pitch search structure[4], etc. 

These methods reduce the pitch searching time by 

considering the correlation between adjacent pitch 

periods.

In pitch searching, the normalized correlation E(.) 

of residual signal s(n) according to time delay is 

computed as follows;

N-l

£ (s(为)s(n - L))

E(L) =二苜--------- (21)

£ (s(n—Lisin—L}) 

M = 0

where N is subframe length and L is time delay. 

Therefore, the correlation is obtained by the value 

near 100% In each pitch period, and the similarity 

differs according to the amplitude variation and the 

periodicity of waveform. When the time delay con

forms to the constant times of periodicity of speech 

waveform, the autocorrelation has a maximum value.

To obtain the most desirable time delay in pitch 

searching, the correlation equation in Eq.(2-1) must 

be repeatedly performed about all pitch delays as 

much as possible. This requires many computation 

owing to perform multiplication and addition each N 

time, every time delay L (from 20 to 147). For this 

reason, the pitch searching time of CELP vocoder 

needs over 5 MIPS when implementing with integer 

type DSP chip. This computation complexity is occu

pied half of oversdl complexity. And, as far as it ha용 

no effect on pitch search error, we need the tech

nique to reduce only pitch searching time.

DI. Fast Pitch Searching Method by the LSF

The pitch searching is to obtain the pitch gain 

and pitch lag when synthesized speech signal is 

similar to original speech! 1], that is, the correlation 

in time delay of pitch lag is maximum. To obtain the 

time lag which has maximum correlation, it need용 

to search sequentially the range of real pitch. Be- 

cause this sequential pitch searching method con

sumes too much time, we will perform pitch search

ing only about preliminary pitch which has mini

mum period component of the voiced signal.

According to the excitation source, 오peech signal 

can be classified into voiced, unvoiced and plosive. 

Eor the source of unvoiced speech is the random 

noise generator, it has no periodicity. But, because 

it has the fbrmant at near 3kHz, the average zero 

crossing rate(ZCR) of unvoiced speech Is higher 

than that of voiced signal. The voiced speech is 

produced by forcing air through the glottis with the 

tension of vocal cords adjusted so that they vibrate 

in a relaxation oscillation, thereby producing quasi- 

pericxiic pulses which excite the vocal tract.

In the voiced signal, the energy of the first fbrm- 

antlFO is higher about lOdB than that of the side 

formants. Therefore voiced signal in time domain is 

dominated to the effect of F】.In one pitch interval, 

the inverse of average zero crossing Interval(ZCI) is 

equal to 2Fi. So the formants can be damping oscil

lation during the pitch interval in the time domain.
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When we sample voiced signal with 8kHz, the in

verse of fundamental frequency, is the value of 

between 20 and 200 samples and the inverse of 

first formant frequency, is the value of between 

10.6 and 32 samples. So, we perform pitch search 

ing on the representative in 20 samples. But, Fi is 

higher than or equals to Fo, therefore we get the av 

erage period of Fi, and use it as interval for getting 

main preliminary pitch.

Many methods that estimate average period of Fi, 

in one frame have been proposed. We choose the 

line spectrum pair{LSP) method to estimate Fi, 

since LSP coefficients obtained by the formant filter 

section. The LPC coefficients transform to the LSP 

frequency. A(z) is defined such as:

Alz) = 1 - ... — aiOz~l° (3.1)

wdiere a：(l <.i<> 10) are LPC coefficients. Pa(z) and 

are defined as follows:

&(力=A(z) H-2-h A(2-1)

=1 + + ... + p5z~5 + p5z~G (3.2)

+ ...+/>lZ-10+2_11

Qa ⑵=A(z)-z-n AU-1)

=1 + 们厂1 +... + q5z~5 + 如厂 & (3.3)

+ ... +^12-10 +厂"

M^iere pi= —di—a\i-i

q、= —아一a、\T 1M/M5

Hie LSP fre이lencies are the ten roots which exist 

between w=0 and w= 0.5 in the following two equ

ations :

P/(w) = cos5(2rtw) + pi cos4(2tcw)

+ ... + 力4’ cos(27tw) + 力5 /2 (3.4)

Q'(z이 =cos5(2m。) cos4(2tcw)

+ …+^4’cos(2tcz〃)+迫5’/2 (3.5)

vdiere the p' and q' are computed recursively as 

follows from the p and q values defined above.

Do'=%' = 1

* = U 1M/M5 (3.6)

0’ = %+妇’ 1M/M5

A property of the LSP frequencies is that if the 

LPC filter is stable, the roots of the two functions 

alternate: the smallest root, , is the lowest root of 

P'(z이, the next smallest root, w2, is the lowest root 

of Qz(w), etc. Thus, W\, w3, w7 and are the

roots of and 机쇼, w6, w8 and Wiq are the

roots of Q'(w). Line spectrum pair obtains p/2 order 

real root of equation instead of p order double root 

vdiich is more easy than formant frequency.

Line spectrum pair frequency(LSF) computes for 

driving the formant filter at CELP vocoder. LSF dis

plays well the resonance peak of speech formant. 

Especially the first root of Q\w} means the reson

ance frequency of first formant Thus, in this paper, 

the average period of the first formant, Ft-1, is ob

tained by LSP as follows:

FL = Fix。財她) (3.7)

wdiere Ftx(.) is an integer function of variable and fs 

is the sampling frequency.

In order to getting the prelimlnaiy pitch of given 

speech, we calculate average period of the first form

ant. If the period was longer than the minimum 

pitch period, 20 samples, then this value is to be the 

decimation interval, Di = Fi-1, for searching the pre

liminary period. But if the value was shorter than or 

equal to minimum pitch, de뎌mation interval, Dn is 

20.

First, a frame of Di samples is invested with dur

ation number i. At this time, with computing the 

maximum peak of i-th composed Di samples, the 

magnitude and the position value of it are stored in 

peak buffer 的 1} and 风 0), respectively. Likewise, 

with measuring the minimum valley, the magnitude 

and the position value of it are stored in valley 

buffer #(i, 1) and 이i, 0), separately.

In this way, if the peak and the valley are found, 

the preliminary pitch may have error of a few 

sample because of the effect of the phase variation 

of the third formant of speech signal. Therefore, this 

effect of the higher formant can be removed by 

performing above decimation procedure after speech 

signal is filtered by LPF, the cutoff frequency of 나le 

filter is 2.67kHz. To use the detected peak and val

ley as preliminary pitch, when the difference be

tween the first found prominent peak(valley) as 

standard and the next peak (valley) exist only in in

terval as following, the autocorrelation Eq.(3-1) must 
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be performed;

T认2z) 그 力0, 이 7* and

Tu(2z'+1) = 讯儿 이 一丁如 ? - 1, 2，…, 12 (3.8)

where Thp and T加，are the position of the first pro mi 

nent peak and the first prominent valley, respect

ively. The detected preliminary pitch collection, Tp 

(，)，is applied to computation of E(L) = Ejq^/Eyy, and 

then we choose a maximum E(Tp(i)) as such as the 

pitch lag, L, of pitch filter. Then, the coefficient of 

pitch filter is

bt = EXy/Eyy (3.9)

L-l

E (s(m) s(n-L))
M = 0=_匸----------

L (s(w-L)s(w —LJ) 

”=o

The peak and valley are searched one per D( sam

ples by considering separately the interval of peaks 

and valleys. Fig. 4-1 is to present 나Hs algorithm 

mentioned above.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the simulation, we used the IBM-PC/486DX2 

(66MHz) interfaced with A/D converter for input and 

output of speech signal. The sampling frequency is 

8 kHz and quantization level is 16 bit/samples. On 

each utterance, the frame length is 160 samples 

and the subframe length with 40 samples is pro- 

cessed. The speech data composed of 3 Korean 

speaker's utterances(a female 20 years old, a male 

22 years old, and a male 28 years old) and 20 sen

tences were spoken by 5 times.

The implementation of pitch searching in CELP 

vocoder is performed with the C language. For per

formance test of pitch searching method, the pro

cedure of computer simulation is divided into two 

part. Firstly, the sequential pitch search method is 

processed by increasing the pitch lag L in full pitch 

searching range (from 20 to 147).

The second part of processing is implemented by 

the proposed method, first, the decimation interval, 

Di, is determined by separating the components of 

speech signal and then the preliminary pitches are 

searched. This method performs the separation with 

phoneme component which approximately obtains 

the first formant by detecting the LSF. The period of 

the first formant obtained like this is applied deci

mation interval to obtain the preliminary pitches. 

We can get the preliminary pitches by decimation of 

residual signal for each decimation interval. The 

deci mail ion method is carried out. by searching peak 

and valley of the residual signal.

To obtain the difference of pitch search time be 

tween two procedures, the average searching time 

every 1 sec utterance is obtained by pitch compu

tation. The sequential pitch search method is need 

to average 7.52 sec, but proposed method needs av

erage 2.71 sec. resultingly pitch search time is re

duced to average 64%. As the estimated time value 

is different according to computer types, we have 

considered only relative time reduction rate in the 

evaluation. But, the prediction gain of proposed 

method is degraded by average 0.83dB degradation 

comparing to the full pitch search in clean speech 

as shown in table 4-1.

Table. 4-1 Pitch filter gain according to 나le SNR.

Mehod
Clean 20 6 0

Full search 11.65 11.33 8.70 7.61

Proposed search 10.82 10.48 7.92 6.87

Degradation 0.83 0.85 0.78 0.74

Fig. 4-1 The pitch search algorithm proposed in this paper.

V. CONCLUSIO시
The CELP vocoder provides high quality at low bit 

rate by using an analysis by synthesis that com

pares input speech signal with synthesized speech. 

But it is difficult to implement in real-time with the 
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finite word length DSP chip, because the compu- 

ta너on time is very long. In CELP vocoder, the pitch 

searching time takes a half of overall processing 

time. Therefore, we proposed a new algorithm to re

duce the pitch searching time by using preliminary 

pitches with little distortion.

In this paper, we pre-grasp the period of prelimi

nary pitches by the line spectrum frequency and 

then carried out final pitch search only about these 

preliminaries. The pitches of speech signal are dete

cted generally above 2.5 ms and are equal to or 

longer than the period of the first formant. Average 

period of the first fbrmant is estimated by w2 fre

quency of the LSP obtained from the formant filter 

section. With this proposed algorithm, the result of 

performing pitch search have been degraded aver

age 0.83 dB than that of the sequential pitch sear

ch, but the pitch searching time have been reduced 

by 64%.
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